1. Kevin Bales
University of Nottingham
2. Livia Firth

*Eco-Age*
3. Tom Smith
Walmart
4. Monique Villa
Thomson Reuters Foundation
5. Aidan McQuade

Independent
6. Nick Grono

*Freedom Fund*
7. Lucy Siegle
*The Observer*
8. Andrew Wallis OBE

*Unseen*
9. Safia Minney MBE
Po-Zu
10. Dr Todd Landman
University of Nottingham
11. Virginia Mantouvalou
University College London

12. Martin Brown
Independent

13. Zoe Trodd
University of Nottingham

14. Phil Bloomer
BHRRC

15. Genevieve LeBaron
University of Sheffield
16. Katharine Bryant  
*Walk Free Foundation*

17. Klara Skrivankova  
*Anti-Slavery International*

18. Kieran Guilbert  
*Thomson Reuters Foundation*

*Hope for Justice*

20. Annie Kelly  
*The Guardian*
21. Carry Somers  
Fashion Revolution

22. Priya Deshingkar  
University of Sussex

23. Orsola De Castro  
Fashion Revolution

24. Susan Banister  
Hope for Justice

25. John Morrison  
IHRB

26. Kate Hodal  
The Guardian

27. Sharmadean Reid  
beautystack

28. Louise Nicholls  
M&S
29. Brian Kerrigan
   Independent

30. Jacqueline Glass
   University College
   London

31. Chris Harrop
   Marshalls

32. Dax Lovegrove
   Swarovski

33. Eilidh Macpherson
   Amnesty International UK

34. Martin Baxter
   IEMA

35. Helen Carter
   Action Sustainability

36. Richard Wilding OBE
   Cranfield School of Management
53. Gordon Glenister  
BPMA

54. Laura J. Spence  
Royal Holloway University

55. Jaya Chakrabarti  
MBE  
Tisc Report

56. Ella Cockbain  
University College London

57. Catherine Meredith  
Doughty Street

58. Alastair Mant  
UKGBC

59. Brad Blitz  
Middlesex University

60. Chris Blythe OBE  
CIOB
69. Rose Broad
   University of Manchester

70. Niall Couper
   Amnesty International UK

71. Michelle Carpenter
   Verisk Maplecroft

72. Ed Lewin
   Hewlett Packard

73. Vivek Soundararajan
   University of Birmingham

74. Ana Ionova
   Independent

75. Robin Brierley
   Independent

76. Emma Crates
   CIOB
77. Kate Roberts
   Human Trafficking Foundation

78. Mary McGuigan
   Co-op

79. Lou Cahill
   NHS

80. Allan Briddock
   One Pump Court

81. Olinga Ta’eed
   Seratio

82. Helen Burrows
   Independent

83. Adam Crossley
   Skanska

84. Alexandra Channer
   Verisk Maplecroft
85. Andy Davies
Greater London Authority (GLA)

86. James Sinclair
Ethical Innovations

87. Nicolas Perin
International Tourism Partnership

88. Alicia Kidd
Humber Modern Slavery Partnership

89. Chris Syder
Penningtons Manches LLP

90. Martin Gettings
Canary Wharf Group

91. Tim Balcon
IEMA

92. Kim Ann Williamson
Welsh Assembly
93. Neill Wilkins  
IHRB

94. Kasey McCall-Smith  
University of Edinburgh

95. Alison Gardner  
University of Nottingham

96. Caroline Hill  
Landsec

97. Ciara Pryce  
VGC Group

98. Hannah Lerigo  
Co-op

99. Kate Larsen  
Independent

100. Chris McCann  
Resilient World
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